Pending Trademark CANCELLATION BY USPTO

Your Trademark is about to expire. Renewal date: 2016-12-27

1. Address and Name:

2. Graphic representation:

IMPORTANT TRADEMARK RENEWAL OFFER UNDER DECLARATION SECTION 8

3. Trademark Name: 6. Serial Number:

4. Type: 7. Number of Classes:

Trademark

5. Registration Date:

Dec. 27

1. You receive the Order Form from Patent & Trademark Resource Center, LLC:
2. You submit signed Order Form and mail it back to Patent & Trade Resource Center, LLC in the provided Business Reply envelope;
3. Receive an invoice and Order confirmation from Patent & Trademark Resource Center, LLC that we received your application within the deadline;
4. Upon receipt of all the fees the trademark renewal documents will be submitted by our expert in United States Patent and Trademark Office and Government fee paid;
IMPORTANT – OPEN IMMEDIATELY